This term we looked at past, present and future and looked at different styles of handwriting. What we found was that in the past handwriting was very fancy, hard to read, had big letters and lots of joins. I think that the letter T and Y are quite fancy. Currently, students write with cursive letters, although, when you’re older you can choose what type of handwriting you want to do. There are lots of entries and exits. In the future, I don’t know what handwriting will be, but we will probably be using less handwriting and more technology. Some people have started writing words differently by removing vowels and replacing letters with numbers or consonants. Some example of “text speak” include:

| Great = Gr8 | Dog = K9 | You = U |
| BFF = Best friends Forever | BRB = Be Right back | Accelerate = Xcelr8 |
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The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
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The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
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Tiggy Tiggy Tige